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Factorization in exclusive semileptonic radiative B decays
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We derive a new factorization relation for the semileptonic radiative decay B! �‘�� in the
kinematical region of a slow pion j ~p�j �� and an energetic photon E� � �, working at leading order
in �=mb. In the limit of a soft pion, the nonperturbative matrix element appearing in this relation can be
computed using chiral perturbation theory. We present a phenomenological study of this decay, which may
be important for a precise determination of the exclusive nonradiative decay.
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FIG. 1. The Dalitz plot for B! ��‘ �� at W2 � 4 GeV2. Our
computation of the form factors is applicable in the lower right
corner of the Dalitz plot, with an energetic photon and a soft
pion.
I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments at the B factories are reaching an accuracy
level that requires a good understanding of radiative effects
in weak B decays. In particular, real photon emission
distorts the spectra of other decay products, therefore
directly affecting the distribution of kinematic quantities
used to select and count signal events [1,2]. As a conse-
quence, real photon emission indirectly affects branching
fraction measurements, leading to systematic shifts of the
order of a few percent. While radiative effects are well
studied in semileptonic and nonleptonic kaon decays,
where chiral perturbation theory is applicable over the
entire kinematical range (see Refs. [3–5]), the situation
is less satisfactory in B decays. Here the large energy
release generally prohibits the application of chiral pertur-
bation theory methods over large parts of the phase space,
and one has to resort to different theoretical tools.

We study here one of the simplest radiative processes,
the semileptonic radiative B decays B! �‘��. The cor-
responding nonradiative process, the semileptonic decay
B! �‘�, is well studied in connection with the determi-
nation of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark-mixing
matrix element jVubj. The measured branching fractions of
this mode are [6]

B�B0 ! ��‘���

�

8>><>>:
�1:33� 0:18� 0:13� 	 10�4 �CLEO�

�1:38� 0:10� 0:18� 	 10�4 �BABAR�

�1:48� 0:20� 0:16� 	 10�4 �BELLE�;

(1)

which contribute to the world average B�B0 ! ��‘��� �
�1:35� 0:08� 0:08� 	 10�4 [7].

The hadronic dynamics of the radiative semileptonic
decays is complicated by the presence of many energy
scales. However, in certain kinematical regions a model-
independent treatment is possible. In the limit of a soft
photon, Low’s theorem [8] fixes the terms of order O�q�1�
and O�q0� in the expansion of the decay amplitude in
powers of the photon momentum q. These contributions
have been computed in [9] in kaon semileptonic radiative
05=72(9)=094021(10)$23.00 094021
decays K‘3. Higher order terms in q have been more
recently obtained using chiral perturbation theory [3,4].
A similar approach is possible in B decays with the help
of the heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory [10–13], as
long as the pion and photon are sufficiently soft. This is the
case in a limited corner of the phase space, corresponding
to a large dilepton invariant mass W2 � �pe � p��2 �m2

b.
The radiative semileptonic decay B! ��‘ ��‘ at lowW2

produces in general either an energetic pion or an energetic
photon (see Fig. 1). In this paper we use soft-collinear
effective theory (SCET) [14–19] methods to prove a facto-
rization relation for the decay amplitude in the kinematical
region with an energetic photon and a soft pion. This can
be written schematically as

A�B! �‘��� � H 
 J 
 S�B! �� �O��=Q� (2)

with ���QCD and Q� fE�;mbg. Here H and J are hard
and jet functions, calculable in perturbation theory. S�B!
�� is related to the matrix element of a nonlocal soft
operator which describes the B! � transition. This facto-
rization relation generalizes to any process B! �M‘�
(M � �;!; � � � a light soft meson) with the appropriate
-1 © 2005 The American Physical Society
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soft function S�B! M� replacing S�B! ��. In this work
we use heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory to compute
the soft matrix element S�B! ��, and express it in terms
of one of the B meson light-cone wave functions �B

��k��
[20]. The convolution of this function with the jet function
J in Eq. (2) is similar to the one appearing in a factorization
relation for the radiative leptonic decay B! �‘� [21–24].

The paper is organized as follows: After fixing the
notation in Sec. II, we describe the main results of the
paper (factorization formula for hadronic form factors) in
Sec. III. We give a proof of the factorization formula in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V we explore the phenomenological con-
sequences of our results, computing the radiative branch-
ing fractions with appropriate cuts on the photon and pion
energy, as well as various differential decay distributions.
The factorization results are compared with the ones ob-
tained by extrapolating Low’s amplitude to the region of an
energetic photon. We collect our conclusions in Sec. VI.
The appendix contains the expression of the radiative
amplitude in Low’s limit of a soft photon.
II. AMPLITUDE DEFINITIONS

We consider in this paper the radiative semileptonic B
decays

�B�p� ! ��p0�e��pe� ���p����q; "�; (3)

mediated by the combined semileptonic weak Hamiltonian

H W �
4GF���

2
p Vub� �u��PLb� �e�

�PL� (4)

and the electromagnetic coupling of quarks and charged
leptons.

The full amplitude for �B�p� ! ��p0�e��pe�
���p����q; "� contains two terms, describing the photon
coupling to the hadronic system and to the charged lepton,
respectively,

A�
eGF���

2
p Vub"

��q��
�
�TV���T

A
��� �u�pe��

��1��5�v�p��

�
F��p;p0�
2q �pe

�u�pe����me� 6pe� 6q����1��5�v�p��
�
:

(5)

We denoted here

F��p; p0� � h��p0�j �u��bj �B�p�i; (6)

and the hadronic tensors TV;A�� are defined as

TJ�� � i
Z
d4xeiq�xh��p0�jTfjem

� �x�; J��0�gj �B�p�i; (7)

with jem
� �

P
qeq �q��q the quarks’ electromagnetic cur-

rent and

TV��: J� � V� � �u��b; (8)
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TA��: J� � A� � �u���5b: (9)

The hadronic tensors satisfy the Ward identities

q�TV�� � �F��p; p
0�; (10)

q�TA�� � 0: (11)

The most general form for the vector amplitude compat-
ible with the Ward identity can be written in terms of four
invariants V1�4. After multiplication with the photon po-
larization, this is written as (W � pe � p�)

"��TV�� � V1

�
"�� �

"� �W
q �W

q�

�

�

�
p0 � "� �

�p0 � q��"� �W�
q �W

�
	 �V2q� � V3W� � V4p0��

�
"� �W
q �W

F��p; p
0�: (12)

The axial amplitude TA�� can be written in terms of
another four invariants A1�4. They can be chosen as

"��TA�� � i�����"
���A1p

0
�q� � A2q�W��

� i��	��"��p0	q�W��A3W� � A4p0��: (13)

The invariant form factors V1�4 and A1�4 depend on
three independent kinematical variables, which can be
chosen as W2; E�; E� with E� and E� defined as the pion
and photon energy in the rest frame of the B meson. For
given W2, the possible final states in the decay can be
represented as points in the Dalitz plot for �E�; E��. We
show in Fig. 1 the Dalitz plot for W2 � 4 GeV2. The
dilepton invariant mass W2 can take values W2 �
�0; �mB �m��

2 � �0; 26:5 GeV2.
The form factors in B (quark content �bq) and �B (b �q

quark content) decays are related by charge conjugation.
The transformations of the currents under charge conjuga-
tion are

C �q��bC
y � � �b��q; C �q���5bC

y � �b���5q:

(14)

We adopt everywhere in this paper the following phase
conventions for the meson states

���; �0; ��� �
�
u �d;

1���
2
p �u �u� d �d�; d �u

�
; (15)

�B�; �B0� � �b �u; b �d�; �B0; B�� � � �bd; �bu�: (16)

With this convention the states transform as C�� � ��,
C �B0 � B0, CB� � B�. In addition, the �0 is C even and
the photon is C odd. The semileptonic radiative B! �
form factors transform as follows under charge conjuga-
tion, independent of the flavor of the spectator quark:
-2
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V1�4� �B! ��‘� ��‘� � V1�4�B! ��‘��‘�; (17)

A1�4� �B! ��‘� ��‘� � �A1�4�B! ��‘��‘�: (18)

The vector form factor F��p; p0� is C odd. Finally, the form
factors depend also on the flavor of the light spectator in
the B meson. For simplicity of notation, we chose to omit
this dependence, but it will be specified explicitly when-
ever required.
III. RESULTS

We describe here the main results of this paper. In the
kinematical region E� � � and E� �� (hard photon and
soft pion), the form factors for B! �‘�� are given by a
factorization theorem. At leading order in �=Q with Q�
fmb; E�g, these factorization relations are the same for both
B�; �B0, up to an isospin factor. The predictions for the
vector form factors in �B0 ! ��‘� ��� are

V1 � 2euC
�v�
1 �E��

Z
dk�J�k��S1�k�; t2; 
�; (19)

V2 �
eu
E�
�2C�v�1 �E�� � C

�v�
2 �E�� � 2C�v�3 �E���

	
Z
dk�J�k��S2�k�; t

2; 
�; (20)

V3 �
2eu
n �W

C�v�2 �E��
Z
dk�J�k��S2�k�; t

2; 
�; (21)

V4=V1 �O
�

1

�Q

�
; (22)

and the corresponding relations for the axial form factors
are

A1 �
eu
E�
�2C�v�1 �E�� � C

�v�
2 �E�� � 2C�v�3 �E���

	
Z
dk�J�k��S2�k�; t2; 
�; (23)

A2 �
2eu
q �W

C�v�1 �E��
Z
dk�J�k��S1�k�; t2; 
�; (24)

A3 �
2eu

q �Wn �W
C�v�2 �E��

Z
dk�J�k��S2�k�; t2; 
�;

(25)

A4=A2 �O
�

1

�Q

�
: (26)

After multiplication by the appropriate tensor structures,
V4 and A4 give subleading contributions in �=Q to the
hadronic tensor. The corresponding form factors for B� !
��0‘� �� are multiplied by a factor 1=

���
2
p

. In these formulas
094021
n� � q�=E� is a light-cone unit vector along the photon
momentum.

The hard functions C�v�1�3�E�� are Wilson coefficients in
the SCET, and are calculable in perturbation theory in an
expansion in �s�Q� as C�v�1 � 1�O��s�mb��, C�v�2;3 �

O��s�mb��. Their one-loop expressions can be found in
Ref. [15]. The jet function J�k�� is calculable in an expan-
sion of �s�

��������
Q�

p
� and its one-loop expression is given

below in Eq. (36). Finally, S1;2�k�; t2; 
� are nonperturba-
tive soft matrix elements, defined below in Eqs. (38) and
(39).

The results (19)-(26) show that, at leading order in �=Q,
the eight form factors parameterizing B! ��e� are given
by only two nonperturbative parameters and thus satisfy
symmetry relations.

The soft functions S1;2 depend in general on k�, t2 �
�p� p0�2, 
 � n � p0=n � p, and are calculable at leading
order in chiral perturbation theory. In the soft pion limit
they can be expressed in terms of one of the Bmeson light-
cone wave functions and are given by

S1�k�; t2; 
� � �
fBmB

4f�
�B
��k��

�
1� g

e3 � p
0

v � p0 ��

�
;

(27)

S2�k�; t2; 
� �
gfBmB

4f�
�B
��k��

1

v � p0 ��
; (28)

where v � p=mB, � � mB� �mB � 50 MeV, e3 � n�
v, and g is the axial effective coupling defined in Eq. (45).
To this order, the dependence on nonperturbative dynamics
of the B meson enters only through one quantity, the
convolution of the light-cone B wave function �B

��k��
with the jet function J�k��:

Vi; Ai /
Z
dk�J�k����B �k�; ��: (29)

A similar convolution appears in the factorization relation
for the radiative leptonic B decay B! �e ��, the only
difference being that in this case the argument of the jet
function is timelike (� 2E�k�) as opposed to spacelike in
the radiative leptonic case. As a consequence the form
factors Vi and Ai are in general complex, receiving strong

phases of ��s�
�������������
2E��

q
� via the loop corrections to the jet

function J.
IV. FACTORIZATION PROOF

The proof of the relations Eqs. (19)-(26) makes use of
the soft-collinear effective theory [14]–(19). The basic
idea will be to match the correlator of currents in Eq. (7)
onto soft SCET operators, and then in a second step to
construct the chiral representation of the resulting soft
operators. The B! � matrix element of the correlator in
-3
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Eq. (7) will be computed in the low energy chiral pertur-
bation theory.

We start by setting up the kinematics of the process. We
introduce two light-cone unit vectors n; �n with n2 � �n2 �
0, n � �n � 2. The dilepton momentum W is chosen along �n
with light-cone coordinates W � �n �W; �n �W;W?� (such
that n �W � �n �W;W?). The photon is emitted along n�,
such that its light-cone coordinates are q � �0; �n � q; 0�,
and the pion momentum is soft, with components p� ��.

We are interested in the correlator of the weak semi-
leptonic current with the electromagnetic current

T���q� � i
Z
d4xeiq:xTf� �q��PLb��0�; j

e:m:
� �x�g: (30)

The matrix elements of this correlator define the hadronic
tensors in the decays of interest Eqs. (7). The flavor de-
pendence of the form factors follows from the transforma-
tion properties of this correlator under flavor SU(3). This is
given by 3 
 8 � 3� 6� 15, so that the �B! � transi-
tions are in general described by three unknown reduced
matrix elements. However, at leading order in �=E�, only
one amplitude contributes. To see this, consider the two
types of contributions to the correlator T���q�, correspond-
ing to the photon attaching either to the current quarks (u
and b) or the spectator quark. At leading order in �=E�,
only the first amplitude contributes, while the spectator
effect is power suppressed (see below). The dominant
amplitudes transform as a 3 under flavor SU(3), so they
are independent of the flavor of the spectator quark.

The semileptonic b! u current is first matched onto
SCETI, an effective theory containing ultrasoft quarks
and gluons with momenta ps ��, and collinear modes
with virtuality p2

c �Q� moving along q� � n� [15].
Neglecting light quark masses, the V � A current is
matched at leading order in 	 � �=Q only onto structures
containing one left-handed light quark field [15]

�q��PLb � C�v�1 �!� �qn;!��PLbv

�

�
C�v�2 �!�v� � C

�v�
3 �!�

n�
n � v

�
�qn;!PRbv

�O�	�; (31)

where C�v�i �!� are Wilson coefficients calculable in pertur-
bation theory as an expansion in �s�Q�.

We match first the correlator Eq. (30) onto SCETI

operators. The weak current is matched as shown above
in Eq. (31). The light quark electromagnetic current cou-
pling �qAn�n of an energetic (n-collinear) photon to an
ultrasoft quark contains both a local and a nonlocal term
[23]

"��je:m:
� � eq �q"6 �qn;! � T

(
J��;

Z
d4xiL�1�q��x�

)
; (32)

where J�� describes the coupling of a n-collinear photon to
094021
n-collinear quarks. This scales like O�	�1� and it appears
in time-ordered products with a subleading ultrasoft-
collinear Lagrangian L�1�q� [19]. It is given by

J�� � eq �qn;!1
"6 �

1

�n � i@

�
WyiDc?

�6n
2
�n

�
!2

� eq� ��ni 6Dc?W!1

1

�n � i@
"6 �

�6n
2
qn;!2

: (33)

Finally, we match the SCETI expression of the correlator
(30) onto SCETII. After soft-collinear factorization [17],
the collinear quarks and gluons with virtuality p2

c � E��
decouple from the soft modes. This leads to the final form
of the time-ordered product in Eq. (30) in the effective
theory

"��T���q� ! �C
�v�
1 eu

Z
dk�J�k��O1��k��

�

�
C�v�2 v� � �C

�v�
1 � C

�v�
3 �

n�
n � v

�
eu

	
Z
dk�J�k��O2�k��; (34)

with the two soft operators given by nonlocal quark bi-
linears

O1��k�� �
Z d	

4�
e��i=2�	k�

	 �q
�
	
n
2

�
Yn

�
	
n
2
; 0
�
"6 �?
6n
2
�?�PLbv�0�;

O2�k�� �
Z d	

4�
e��i=2�	k�

	 �q
�
	
n
2

�
Yn

�
	
n
2
; 0
�
"6 �?
6n
2
PRbv�0�: (35)

Here Yn�x; y� � P exp�ig
R
x�
y�
d�n � A��n�� is a Wilson

line along n�.
The jet function J describes the effects of the collinear

quarks and gluons with virtualities p2
c � E��. It can be

written as a vacuum expectation value of SCETI collinear
fields [23], and as such it is calculable in perturbation
theory in an expansion in �s�

��������
Q�

p
�. The explicit result

to subleading order in �s is [with L � log���2E�k� �
i"�=�2�]

J�k�� �
1

k� � i"

�
1�

�sCF
4�

�
L2 � 1�

�2

6

��
: (36)

Finally, the nonperturbative physics are contained in the
matrix elements of the soft operators O1��k�� and O2�k��
in Eq. (35).

An alternative derivation is possible, wherein one
matches directly from QCD onto SCETII. In this approach
[24,25], the jet function J together with the hard coeffi-
cients C�v�i are obtained as the Wilson coefficient in the
QCD! SCETII matching. We will use here the two-step
-4
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approach, which has the advantage of allowing a transpar-
ent connection between the SCETI Wilson coefficients in
(31) and the Wilson coefficient of the SCETII operator.

The discussion above parallels closely the proof of
factorization in B! �‘ �� decays in Ref. [23], except that
we were careful to keep it independent on the final had-
ronic state, which is only assumed to be soft. For example,
we included also the operators in the second term of
Eq. (34) which do not contribute to leptonic radiative B
decays.

To complete the proof of factorization one has to show
that no other operators can appear at leading order in
Eq. (34). Since soft-collinear factorization in SCETI pre-
serves the form of the soft operators, it is clear that the T
products of the operators contributing to the weak current
Eq. (31), and to the e.m. current Eq. (32), will always
reduce to combinations of O1� and O2. Photon couplings
to the spectator quarks require at least two insertions of the
soft-collinear Lagrangian L�1�q� , so they are power sup-
pressed. Finally, no operators containing additional soft
quarks and gluons appear at leading order; the proof is
similar to that for B! �e�, to which such operators would
also contribute. For a recent study of these subleading
contributions in the radiative leptonic decay, see Ref. [26].

Taking the B! vacuum matrix element of the SCETII

operators in Eq. (34) gives directly the hadronic tensor
relevant for the radiative leptonic B! �‘�. This can be
evaluated explicitly using the B! 0 matrix element of the
soft operator O1��k��. The latter is parameterized in terms
of the B meson light-cone wave functions, defined as [24]Z d	

4�
e��i=2�k�	

�
0

�������� �qi

�
	
n
2

�
Yn�	;0�b

j
v�0�

�������� �B�v�
�

��
i
4
fBmB

	
1� 6v

2
� �6nn �v���k��� 6n �n �v���k���5



ji
:

(37)

With this definition, the wave functions are normalized asR
dk����k�� � 1. Using the soft matrix element Eq. (37)

into Eq. (34) reproduces the leading order factorization
relation for the radiative leptonic decay form factors [21–
24].

Proceeding in a similar way, by taking the matrix ele-
ment of the operator identity Eq. (34) for the B! �
transition (with � a soft pion) gives a factorization relation
for the semileptonic radiative decay B! ��e ��. This re-
quires the introduction of the soft functions S1;2�k�; t

2; 
�
defined by [with t � p� p0 and 
 � �n � p0�=�n � v�]

h��p0�jO1��k��j �B
0�v�i � ��g?�� � i"

?
���"

�
�S1�k�; t

2; 
�;

(38)

h��p0�jO2�k��j �B
0�v�i � ��g?�� � i"

?
���"

�
�p
0
�S2�k�; t

2; 
�:

(39)
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Similar nonperturbative functions appear in the theory of
off-diagonal hard-scattering exclusive processes [27] and
are known as GPDs (generalized parton distributions). See
Refs. [28] for recent reviews. In the context of b! u
decays, they were considered previously in Ref. [29], and
S1 is directly related to the function ~F �1�
 �x; q

2� introduced
in that paper.

The soft functions S1;2 satisfy several model-
independent constraints. T invariance and complex conju-
gation constrains them to be real. Their zeroth moments
over k� are related to the usual B! � form factors (see
the Appendix for the definitions of the form factors)

Z 1
0

dk�S1�k�; t2; 
� � �
1

2
n � pf��t2� �

1

4
f2�t2�n � tZ 1

0
dk�S2�k�; t2; 
� �

1

4
n � pfT�t2�; (40)

while higher moments are related to the corresponding
form factors of higher-dimensional operators

Z 1
0

dk��k��
NS1�k�; t

2; 
�

� �

�
��p0�

�������� �q��n � iD� �N
6n
2
PLbv

�������� �B�p�
�
; (41)

p0?�
Z 1

0
dk��k��

NS2�k�; t
2; 
�

� �
1

2

�
��p0�

�������� �q��n � iD� �N
6n
2
�?� bv

�������� �B�p�
�
: (42)

Inserting the definitions of the soft functions Eqs. (38)
and (38) into the operator expression for the hadronic
tensor T�� Eq. (34), one finds the leading order factoriza-
tion relations listed in Eqs. (19)-(23).

Similar relations can be given for other semileptonic
radiative B decays, such as B! ��e �� and B!
K�e�e�, in terms of appropriately defined soft functions.
In order to make detailed predictions, some information is
required about the soft functions S1;2. In the next section
we show that in the limit of a soft pion, chiral symmetry
fixes the functions S1;2�k�; t; 
� in terms of the B meson
light-cone wave function defined in Eq. (37).

A. Soft pion matrix elements of O1�;O2

The B! � matrix elements of the soft operators
O1��k�� and O2�k�� are constrained by chiral symmetry
and heavy quark symmetry. The appropriate theory tool to
derive these constraints is heavy hadron chiral perturbation
theory [10–13]. This effective theory describes the inter-
action of Goldstone bosons with themselves and with
heavy hadrons. The Goldstone bosons are contained in
the nonlinear field � � eiM=f (� � �2), where f is the
pion decay constant f ’ 131 MeV, and M is the usual
-5
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FIG. 2. Chiral perturbation theory graphs contributing to the
B! �matrix element of the soft operatorsO1��k�� andO2�k��
(represented by filled circles) appearing in the factorization
relation for B! ��‘ ��. The photon is not shown.
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SU(3) matrix

M �

1��
2
p �0 � 1��

6
p  �� K�

�� � 1��
2
p �0 � 1��

6
p  K0

K� �K0 � 2��
6
p 

0BB@
1CCA: (43)

The velocity-dependent heavy meson fields �Bv; B�v� are
grouped into the superfield

Ha �
1� 6v

2
�B��a �� � Ba�5; (44)

where a is a SU(3) flavor index labelling the flavor of the
spectator quark in the B���.

The interactions of these fields are described by the
effective Lagrangian [10–13]

L �
f2

8
Tr�@��@��y� � iTr �Hav�@�Ha

�
i
2

Tr �HaHbv���y@��� �@��yba

�
ig
2

Tr �HaHb���5��
y@��� �@��yba � � � �

(45)

The symmetries of the theory constrain also the form of
operators such as currents. For example, the left-handed
current L�a � �qa�

�PLQ in QCD can be written in the low
energy chiral theory as [10–12]

L�a �
i�
2

Tr���PLHb�
y
ba � :::; (46)

where the ellipsis denote higher dimension operators in the
chiral and heavy quark expansions. The parameter � is
obtained by taking the vacuum to B matrix element of the
current, which gives � � fB

�������
mB
p

(we use a nonrelativistic
normalization for the jB���i states as in [13]).

The chiral realization of the nonlocal soft operators
appearing in (34) is constructed in a similar way [20].
Both operators O1;2�k�� contain only the left chiral light
quark field, so they transform as �3L; 1R� under the chiral
group. Making the flavor index explicit, they are both of
the form [see Eq. (35)]

Oa
��k�� � �� �q

aY�k�PR��Yybv�: (47)

In analogy with the local current (46) we write for Oa
��k��

in the chiral theory

Oa
��k�� �

i
4

Tr��̂L�k��PR�Hb�
y
ba; (48)

where the most general form for �̂L�k�� depends on four
unknown functions ai�k��

�̂ L�k�� � a1 � a2 6n� a3 6v�
1
2a4�6n; 6v: (49)

The heavy quark symmetry constraint H 6v � �H reduces
the number of these functions to two. Taking the vacuum to
094021
B meson matrix element fixes the remaining functions as

�̂ L�k�� � �fB
�������
mB
p

� �6n���k�� � 6n���k��; (50)

where ���k�� are the usual light-cone wave functions of a
B meson, defined in Eq. (37).

We are now in a position to compute the B! � matrix
element of the soft operators in Eq. (34). There are two
chiral perturbation theory contributions shown in Fig. 2.
Considering the example of the operator O1�, the two
diagrams are given by

Ia �
1

4f�
fBmB���k���g

?
�� � i"

?
���"

��
? ; (51)

Ib � i
i
4
fBmB���k���g

?
�� � i"

?
���"

��
?

�i� �n� � v� �n � v�
2��v � p0 ���

	 ���
2g
f�
ip0�: (52)

Adding them together and performing a similar calculation
forO2�k�� gives the final result forB! �matrix elements
to leading order in the chiral expansion:

h��p0�jO1��k��j �B�p�i �
1

4f�
fBmB���k���g?�� � i"?���

	 "��
�
1� g

e3 � p
0

v � p0 � �

�
; (53)

h��p0�jO2�k��j �B�p�i � �
1

4f�
fBmB���k��p

0�

	 "���g?�� � i"
?
���

g
v � p0 ��

;

(54)

where the unit vector e3 is defined as e3 �
1
2 �n� �n�. Con-

fronting these expressions with Eqs. (38) and (39) one
obtains the results for S1;2 reported in Eqs. (27) and (28).

V. PHENOMENOLOGY AND NUMERICAL STUDY

In this section we present some phenomenological ap-
plications of our factorization formula, with a twofold
intent: (i) give predictions for quantities such as photon
spectrum and the integrated rate with appropriate cuts; (ii)
compare our effective theory based results with simplified
approaches to �B! �e ���, which are usually implemented
-6
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in the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations used in the experi-
mental analysis. All numerical results reported here refer to
the neutral B decay �B0 ! ��e� ��e�.

A. Factorization results

We present here results for the photon energy spectrum,
the distribution in the electron-photon angle, and inte-
grated rate with various kinematical cuts, forced upon us
by the theoretical tools used:
(1) A
TABLE
[30–32

fB
	B
jVubj
n upper cut on the pion energy in the B rest frame
E� < Emax

� . This restriction is required by the appli-
cability of the chiral perturbation theory computa-
tion of the soft matrix elements of O1�;2.
(2) A
 lower cut on the charged lepton-photon angle in
the rest frame of the B meson, �e� > �min

e� . This is
required in order to regulate the collinear singularity
introduced by photon radiation off the charged lep-
ton leg in the massless lepton limit.
(3) F
inally, to ensure the validity of the factorization
theorem, we require the photon to be sufficiently
energetic (in the B rest frame) Emin

� � �QCD. We
choose Emin

� � 1 GeV.

In our evaluation we use the transition matrix element in

Eq. (5), with the factorization expressions for the hadronic
amplitudes TV;A�� . Working to leading order in �s, the only
surviving form factors are V1;2 and A1;2 and the nonpertur-
bative input needed is the first inverse moment of the light-
cone B wave functions �B

��k��:

	�1
B �

Z
dk�

��B �k�; ��
k�

: (55)

Moreover, the �B0 ! ��‘� �� transition matrix element
F��p; p0� is parameterized as

F��p; p0� � f��E���p� p0�� � f��E���p� p0��: (56)

We adopt for this matrix element the leading order
HH�PT result [10–13]

f��E�� � �f��E�� � g
fBmB

2f�

1

E� ��
: (57)

The corresponding result for B� ! �0‘� �� is multiplied
by a factor 1=

���
2
p

. We summarize in Table I the numerical
ranges used for the various input parameters [30,32].

The phase space integration with the cuts described
above was performed using the Monte Carlo event genera-
tor RAMBO [33]. The factorization results for the photon
energy spectrum and the distribution in cos�e� are shown
I. Input parameters used in the numerical computation
].

�200� 30� MeV f� 131 MeV
�350� 150� MeV g 0:5� 0:1

0.004
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in Fig. 3 (solid lines), using the central and extreme values
for the input parameters as reported in Table I. The shaded
bands reflect the uncertainty in our prediction, which is due
mostly to the variation of 	B. For Emin

� � 1 GeV, Emax
� �

0:5 GeV, and �min
e� � 5

�
, the integrated radiative branching

fraction predicted by our factorization formula is [up to
small perturbative corrections in �s�mb� and �s�

����������
mb�

p
�]

Brcut
�B!�e ����fact� � �1:2� 0:2�g��2:2

�0:6�	B��10�6

�
jVubj
0:004

�
2

	

�
fB

200 MeV

�
2
: (58)

Apart from the overall quadratic dependence on Vub and
fB, the main uncertainty of this prediction comes from the
poorly known nonperturbative parameter 	B.

The radiative corrections to these predictions are known
to one-loop order. Their numerical impact has been com-
puted in the radiative leptonic decay case, including a
resummation of large logarithmic terms log2�2E�=��
[14,21,22,24] and log2�2E�k�=�

2� [24]. Their effect can
be significant, and was found to reduce the tree level result
by about 30%. We do not include them in our results, in
view of the large uncertainty from the input parameters,
and leave a study of their effects for future work.

Finally, let us mention that radiative rate, photon spec-
trum and angular distribution could be used in the future to
obtain experimental constraints on 	B, given their strong
sensitivity to it. This requires, however, a reliable estimate
of the impact of chiral corrections, O��s� corrections, and
the uncertainty in other input parameters.

B. Comparison with simplified approaches

In the Monte Carlo simulations used in most experimen-
tal analyses of B decays, simplified versions of the radia-
tive hadronic matrix elements are implemented. These rely
on universal properties of radiative amplitudes following
from gauge invariance, which allow one to derive in a
model-independent way the terms of order q�1 and q0 of
the radiative amplitude (see the Appendix for a summary
of these results, based on Low’s theorem [8]). These sim-
plified amplitudes do not take into account hadronic stru-
cure effects and their validity is restricted in general to
emission of nonenergetic photons (whose wavelength does
not resolve the structure of hadrons involved in the process,
E� � �). They are nonetheless used over the entire kine-
matical range, for lack of better results. Our interest here is
to evaluate how these methods fare in the region of soft
pion and hard photon (certainly beyond their regime of
validity), where we can use the QCD-based factorization
results as a benchmark.

We use two simplified versions of the �B! �e ���matrix
element, which we denote IB1 and IB2 (Internal
Bremsstrahlung 1 and 2). They arise as special cases of
Low’s amplitude that we report in the Appendix:
-7
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FIG. 3. Left panel: Differential rate d ��=dE�, as a function of the photon energy in the B-meson rest frame. The normalization is
given by �� � 106��1

B0 	 �� �B! �e ����. Right panel: Differential radiative rate d ��=d�cos�e��, as a function of the cosine of electron-
photon angle in the B-meson rest frame. The shaded bands and the superimposed continuous lines represent the uncertainty in the
factorization result (FACT) induced by the parameter 	B, assumed to range between 200 (upper line) and 500 (lower line) MeV, with
all other parameters equal to the central values of Table I. The dark(light)-gray dashed line corresponds to the IB1 (IB2) results (see
text for their definition).
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I

TA
co
ca
ter

E�
E�
�e
B1: This is the O�q�1� component of Low’s amplitude
[first two term in the first line of Eq. (A1)] given by the
product of the nonradiative amplitude with an appropri-
ate radiative term. The PHOTOS Monte Carlo [34]
implements this form of the radiative amplitude.
IB2: This corresponds to using Low’s amplitude of
Eq. (A1) and setting to zero the derivatives of nonradia-
tive form factors [i.e. just keep the first line in Eq. (A1)].
This type of amplitude has been used in a series of
papers on K‘3� by Ginsberg [35]. It is often used in
B-physics applications by simply rescaling the appro-
priate meson masses.

In both cases the only input needed to perform the compu-
tation is f��E�� (see Eq. (57)).

The results for the photon energy spectrum and the
distribution in cos�e� are shown in Figs. 3 (IB1: dark-
gray dashed lines, IB2: light-gray dashed lines). The inte-
grated branching fractions are listed in Table II (together
with the factorization prediction) for central values of the
input parameters given in Table I. The IB1 and IB2 branch-
ing fractions scale very simply with the input parameters,
being proportional to �jVubjgfB�2.

As can be seen from the comparison of differential
distributions and BRs, the two cases IB1 and IB2 lead to
BLE II. Branching fractions of the cut �B! �e ��� decay
rresponding to the factorization amplitude and the IB1, IB2
ses defined in the text, for central values of the input parame-
s reported in Table I.

cuts 106 Br(fact) 106 Br(IB1) 106 Br(IB2)

> 1 GeV
< 0:5 GeV 1.2 2.4 2.8

� > 5�
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almost identical predictions, not surprisingly (and in agree-
ment with previous claims that PHOTOS-type distributions
are in agreements with Ginsberg’s ones [1,34]). Both IB1
and IB2 amplitudes, however, produce results quite differ-
ent from the factorization ones, as can be seen from Fig. 3
and Table II. For central values of the input parameters
reported in Table I the IB1 and IB2 predict a radiative BR
roughly a factor of 2 larger than the factorization result.
Moreover, the shape of the distributions in E� and cos�e�
are quite different, as can be seen from Fig. 3.

There is only one corner of parameter space where the
integrated rate from factorization gets close to the IB1-IB2
result, namely, for 	B � 200 MeV. Even in this case,
however, the distributions in photon energy and electron-
photon angle clearly distinguish the two scenarios. This is
explicitly shown in Fig. 3, where the uncertainty in the
factorization result induced by 	B is explicitly displayed
through the shaded region.

We conclude that, in the kinematical region of soft pions
and hard photons, the QCD-based factorization predictions
for the radiative decay are quite different from the ones
based on the simplified amplitudes IB1 and IB2 (PHOTOS-
type and Ginsberg-type). We hope that our results can help
construct more reliable MCs for the simulation of �B!
�e ��� decays, or at least address the systematic uncertainty
to be assigned to the present MC results. The codes used to
generate the distributions given in this section are available
from the authors upon request.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We derived in this paper a new factorization relation for
the exclusive semileptonic radiative B! ��‘� decays,
valid in the kinematical region with a soft pion and an
energetic photon. In this region, the form factors satisfy the
factorization relation written in schematic form in Eq. (2).
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The factorization relation is easily generalized to any
process B! �M‘�, with M � �;!; � � � a light soft
meson.

In all cases, this relation contains as input parameters the
nonperturbative matrix elements of two soft operators for
the B! M transition. These matrix elements are the B
physics analog of the generalized parton distribution func-
tions encountered in the factorization relation for the off-
diagonal ��N ! N0� transition, or ‘‘deeply virtual
Compton scattering’’ (DVCS) [28].

For sufficiently slow pions, the B! � soft function can
be computed using chiral perturbation theory methods.
Previous applications of chiral symmetry to constrain
GPDs for light quark systems have been given in [36]. At
leading order in �=mb and in the chiral expansion, the only
nonperturbative quantity required is the B meson light-
cone wave function.

We have presented phenomenological applications of
our factorization formula, with two main goals in mind.
On one hand, we have given factorization predictions for
radiative observables (such as photon spectrum and inte-
grated rate) that can be tested as increasing statistics be-
come available at the B factories. Such a test would
provide an important validation of the theoretical tools
used here. On the other hand, we have compared our results
with simplified approaches to radiative hadronic decays,
relying on universal properties of radiative amplitudes
following from gauge invariance, not taking into account
hadronic strucure effects. These simplified amplitudes are
currently implemented in the MC simulations used in
experimental analysis. In the kinematical region accessible
to our theoretical tools (energetic photon and soft pion in
the B rest frame), we find a large discrepancy between our
factorization results and PHOTOS-type or Ginsberg-type
results. We hope our work will provide a theoretical basis
to construct improved MCs for the simulation of �B!
�e ���, which is a crucial ingredient in a high precision
measurement of the semileptonic mode �B! �e ��.
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APPENDIX A: LOW’S AMPLITUDE

Here we report the result for A� �B�p� !
��p0�e��pe� ���p����q; "�� predicted at small q by Low’s
theorem [8]. This serves as a basis of simplified treatments
094021
of the radiative process [34,35] and is used in the text for a
comparison with the results of our paper following from
the factorization relation.

Assuming E� � � � mB� �mB, one finds for the neu-
tral mode decay:

A �B0��
Low �

eGF���
2
p Vub �u�pe�

��
�
"� � p0

q � p0
�
"� � pe
q � pe

�
"6 � 6q

2q � pe

�

	 T0�p; p0�
�
v�p��

�
eGF���

2
p Vub �u�pe�

�
2p �D�p0�

�
2 6p
@f�
@t2
�me

@f2

@t2

�

	 �1� �5�

�
v�p��; (A1)

where the form factors f��t2� appear in the parameteriza-
tion of the matrix element F��p; p0� given in Eq. (6) and
are defined as

F��p; p
0� � f��t

2��p� p0�� � f��t
2��p� p0��; (A2)

with t � p� p0. We define also f1;2�t2� � f��t2� �
f��t

2�, and

T0�p; p0� � �2 6pf��t
2� �mef2�t

2��1� �5�; (A3)

D�v� �
"� � v
q � v

q� "�: (A4)

For reference, we quote here also the definition of the B!
� tensor form factor, used in Sec. IV

h��p0�j �qi���bj �B�p�i � fT�t
2��p�p

0
� � p�p

0
��: (A5)

In the limit me ! 0 Low’s amplitude leads to the fol-
lowing expressions for the invariant form factors appearing
in Eq. (5):

V1 � f2�t2�;

V2;3;4 � �
2f��t2�
q � p0

�
1� 2q �W

1

f��t
2�

@f�
@t2

�
;

A1;2;3;4 � 0:

(A6)

Similarly, for the charged mode decay we find:

AB
��0

Low �
eGF���

2
p Vub �u�pe�

��
�
"� � p
q � p

�
"� � pe
q � pe

�
"6 � 6q

2q � pe

�

	 T��p; p0�
�
v�p�� �

eGF���
2
p Vub

	 �u�pe�
�

2p0 �D�p�
�
2 6p0

@f�
@t2
�me

@f1

@t2

�

	 �1� �5�

�
v�p��; (A7)

where

T��p; p0� � �2 6p0f��t
2� �mef1�t

2��1� �5�: (A8)
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